
Utilizing American-made equipment and reagents, Scorpius 
BioManufacturing develops custom assays to profile your 
molecule and test your clinical trial samples, allowing the 
seamless progression of your product throughout its lifecycle. 

Beginning with the end in mind, we design pre-clinical analytical test methods and 
IND-enabling programs that easily transfer to cGMP production. Guided by a deep 
understanding of your product from its early stages of development, we offer well-
defined analytical testing methods and robust analytical programs. These analytical 
packages support cGMP manufacturing, ensuring safe, effective, and consistent 
products that meet the demands of leading regulatory bodies.

Work With Us.

SCORPIUS BIOMANUFACTURING

BIOANALYTICAL SERVICES 

Clinical Trials 
Support

CMC Analytical 
Support

Pre-IND Analytical 
Services

Clinical Trial Support Services

  Automated Whole Blood Fractionation
  Clinical PK / Bioavailability Studies
  Flow Cytometry-Based Assays
  Functional Immune Profiling
  Immunogenicity Testing
  PK / PD Analysis

Pre-Clinical & Product 
Development Assays

  Bioanalytical Sampling
  Cell-Based Potency Assays
  Comprehensive Immune Profiling
  Molecular Assays

CMC Analytical Testing Services

•    Adventitious virus testing
•    Endotoxin
•    Host cell protein
•    In vitro and in vivo virus screen
•    Mycoplasma
•    Process residuals
•    Product identity
•    Product potency
•    Product purity
•    Product titer/concentration
•    Residual DNA
•    Retrovirus testing
•    Sterility or bioburden

  Product Stability Testing
  cGMP Lot Release Testing

Bioassays

  Cell-Based Assays
•   Apoptosis
•   Cell proliferation
•   Cell sorting

•   Neutralizing antibody
•   Potency

  Immunoassays
•   Capillary electrophoresis-SDS
•   Capillary isoelectric focusing
•   Cytokine analysis
•   ELISA
•   Flow cytometry
•   Fluorescent microscopy
•   Multi-array biomarker analysis
•   Spectral flow cytometry

•    qPCR
•    Surface plasmon resonance

  Molecular Assays

Robust Bioassay and 
Bioanalytical Capabilities 
Supporting All Stages of 
Product Development
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Fully automated separation of blood 
cells for detailed analysis.

T-cells

Monocytes

The MSD MESO QuickPlex SQ 120 allows Scorpius 
to combine rapid read times and the ability to 
perform multiple, simultaneous tests on a single 
sample to save sample and quickly deliver results. 

PBMCs

Serum/Plasma

Data acquisition and reporting are performed at a phase-appropriate 
level, from research, exploratory clinical endpoints, to GLP results 
on clinical patient samples. Scorpius offers off-the-shelf assays and 
customized method development, optimization, and validation based 
on client needs. 

The IsoPlexis IsoLight performs single-cell 
analysis of a patient’s immune response by 
looking at their cytokine and secretome profiles, 
which can be combined with other profiles to 
better understand complex immune responses.

Using the Cytek Aurora spectral flow cytometer, 
we can increase resolution from isolated PBMCs by 
reducing background autofluorescence. It provides 
more panel design flexibility and more actionable 
data per sample.

The Biacore T200 is a versatile, precise surface 
plasmon resonance (SPR) system that enables 
analysis of a wide range of molecular interactions, 
including kinetics/affinity characterization and 
screening, single-cycle kinetics, and epitope 
mapping.

Scorpius Receives Whole Blood Sample

Scorpius uses the Milentyi autoMACS Pro 
for fully automated cell separation. It’s 
fast, consistent, gentle isolation allows us 
to obtain any cell subset from a clinical 
patient’s whole blood.

Milentyi autoMACS Pro Separator

Analysis of Serum/Plasma

Data Analysis

Analysis of Cellular Elements

Biacore T200

MSD MESO QuickPlex SQ 120 

Cytek Aurora Spectral Flow Cytometer 

IsoPlexis IsoLight 

Using the Olympus CKX53 Microscope, we analyze 
live T-cells to observe cell surface expression 
and intracellular localization of proteins at high 
resolution. 

Olympus CKX53 Microscope 
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Behind-the-Scenes: 
Scorpius’ State-of-the- 
Art Lab

Scorpius safeguards the integrity of biomarker data throughout the entire workflow. 
The following is just one example of a clinical sample workflow leveraging our in-house 
technology platforms and expertise from collection to data analysis.
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